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Article I  Build Moderately Prosperous Society

Chapter 1 Development Achievements of “the 12th Five-Year Plan”

Chapter 2 Firmly Establish the Development Concepts of Innovation, Coordination, Greentech, Open-Minded and Mutural-Share

Chapter 3 Main Goals of “the 13th Five-Year Plan”

Article II  Promote Comprehensive Innovation Reform Experiment

Chapter 4 Create a Comprehensive National Science Center In Hefei

Chapter 5 Innovate Scientific and Technological Mechanism

Chapter 6 Construct Industrial Technological Innovation System With Enterprise as the Main Body

Chapter 7 Promote Public Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Article III  Build a New System of Development

Chapter 8 Deepen Administrative System Reform

Chapter 9 Deepen the Reform of State - Owned Enterprises

Chapter 10 Develop Private Economy Energetically

Chapter 11 Deepening the Reform of Finance and Taxation System

Chapter 12 Deepen Financial Reform and Innovation

Chapter 13 Deepen Rural Comprehensive Reform

Chapter 14 Comprehensively Promote All Kinds of Reform Pilot

Article IV  Establish a New System of Modern Industry

Chapter 15 Cultivate and Expand Strategic Emerging Industries
Chapter 16 Promote the Optimization and Upgrading of Traditional Industries

Chapter 17 Accelerate the Development of Modern Service Industry

Chapter 18 Promote the Deep Development of Civil and Military Integration

**Article V  Vigorously Develop Modern Agriculture**

Chapter 19: Build the Three Major Systems of New Agriculture

Chapter 20 Improve Comprehensive Agricultural Production Capacity

Chapter 21 Promote Efficient and Sustainable Development of Agricultural Safety

**Article VI  Expand New Space of Information Economy**

Chapter 22 Build a High Speed Mobile Security Ubiquitous Information Infrastructure

Chapter 23 Accelerate the Deep Integration of the Internet and Economic Society

Chapter 24 Accelerate the Development and Application of Large Data

**Article VII  Promote the New People-Centred Urbanization**

Chapter 25 Advance the Urbanization of Agriculture in an Arbitrary Order

Chapter 26 Promote the Management Level of Town Planning and Construction

Chapter 27 Deepen the Construction of Beautiful Countryside
Article VIII  Enhance the Carrying Capacity of Infrastructure

Chapter 28 Perfect the Modern Integrated Transportation System
Chapter 29 Build A Modern Energy System
Chapter 30 Accelerate Modern Water Conservancy Construction

Article IX  Promote Regional Collaborative Development

Chapter 31 Coordinate the Development of the Four Regions
Chapter 32 Build the Province's Economic Growth Pole
Chapter 33 Promote the Transformation of Resource-Based Cities
Chapter 34 Accelerate the Development of County Economy

Article X  Build Green Jianghuai New Home

Chapter 35 Promote Harmony Between Man and Nature
Chapter 36 Implement the Main Functional Area Strategy
Chapter 37 Increase Environmental Governance
Chapter 38 Promote the Development of Low-Carbon Cycles
Chapter 39 Improve the Level of Resource Conservation and Intensive Use
Chapter 40 Build Ecological Security Barriers
Chapter 41 Strengthen the Construction of Ecological Civilization System

Article XI  Improve Inland Openness

Chapter 42 Fully Integrate Into the "Three Strategies" of the Country
Chapter 43 Deepen the Integration of the Yangtze River Delta
Chapter 44 Promote Large-Scale Large Platform Construction
Chapter 45 Accelerate the Cultivation of New Advantages of Foreign Trade Competition

Chapter 46 Promote the Transfer of Industries

Chapter 47 Expand Foreign Investment Cooperation

Chapter 48 Accelerate the Transformation and Upgrading of the Development Zone

Article XII Win the Fight Against Poverty

Chapter 49 Increase the Poverty Alleviation of the Area

Chapter 50 Vigorously Implement the Ten Projects of Poverty Alleviation

Chapter 51 Innovate Poverty Alleviation Development Mechanism

Article XIII Achieve New Promotion for the People 's Welfare

Chapter 52 Improve the Quality of Education

Chapter 53 Raise the Income of Urban and Rural Residents

Chapter 54 Promote Employment and Entrepreneurship

Chapter 55 Improve the Social Security System

Chapter 56 Build Healthy Anhui

Chapter 57 Promote Balanced Development of Population

Article XIV Strengthen the Construction of Socialist Spiritual Civilization

Chapter 58 Enhance Citizenship Literacy

Chapter 59 Build A Modern Public Cultural Service System

Chapter 60 Promote the Competitiveness of Cultural Industries
Article XV  Raise the Level of Social Governance

Chapter 61 Strengthen and Innovate Social Governance

Chapter 62 Promote Security Development

Article XVI  Strengthen the Construction of Democracy and Rule of Law

Chapter 63 Advance Socialist Democracy

Chapter 64 Comprehensively Promote the Rule of Law in Anhui

Chapter 65 Strengthen the Anti-Corruption Campaign

Article XVII  Strengthen the Implementation of the Plan

Chapter 66 Expand Effective Investment and Consumption Demand

Chapter 67 Build Talent Development Highland

Chapter 68 Improve Financial Support

Chapter 69 Create A Good Business Environment

Chapter 70 Improve the Implementation Mechanism